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SPATIAL, SOCIAL AND TEMPORAL COMPROMISE ON THE 'BORDER' 

• • •

This paper Jocuses on A l a f!Ja, a mid-size town along the Mediterranean coast of Turkry, where a shift .from agn·cultural 
production to tourism has been experienced over the /ast 2 0  years, resulting in waves of migration. In this particu/ar instance, 
a spatial 'border', which is both temporal and selective!J permeable, is experienced in the interaction with tourists. Loca/ and 
immigrant inhabitants' attitude towards tourists represents a /eve/ of compromise and acceptance that is shaped by the shared 
interests of ali groups. 

In this study, our defınition o f  'border'1 relies on four premises. First, for us, border denotes the spatial 

bounda.ry that separates different modes o f  action / behavior / atti.tude among people. Second, this 

bounda.ry changes w:i.th time, hence it is temporal. Third, it has a social dimension in terms o f  the 

interaction among various actors, their attitude also changing w:i.th time and context. And fourth, the 

border is permeable and this permeability is socially selective. We refer to a 'border' in relation to 

tourism in :\lanya, where tourism became the major cause o f  change in the town's urban identity. 

In our discussion of  how the concept o f  border is reflected in Alanya, we refer to basically three groups 

o f  actors: the inhabitants who are actually bom in }Janya (Iocals), those who have migrated to Alanya

(immigrants), and the visitors, especially the foreig n  tourists.2 Ali o f  these groups o f  actors have a

relation to tourism, the major agent o f  change in .-\lanya. Yet, our focus is on the loca! and immigrant 

inhabitants, and the tourists are referred only from the point o f  view o f  the inhabitants. The interaction 

among these actors is reflected on different kinds ofborder situations, each interaction representing our 

initial premises. 

The perceived impact o f  tourism on residents and the interaction between the guests and the hosts have 

been studied in various settings.3 In these cases, the prevailing concems were the impact of  tourism in 

temıs o f  economic input, social impact, cultural exchange, interaction of  inhabitants w:i.th ,..-isitors, 

variations o f  perception in relation to attachment to community, and ecological impact. ln this study, 

however, our focus is on the spatial border where the different attitudes and preferences among 

inhabitants are observed. 
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Here, we discuss the above points based on a fıeld study that consists o f  quescionnaires with local and 

immig rant inhabitants, interviews with the representacives o f  various sectors, survey o f  local newspaper 

YeniAlaf!Ya between 1975 and 1999, published reports and documents, and our observations. 

ALANYA ASA COASTAL TOWN 

Alanya is a mid size town located along the Mediterranean coast ofTurkey. Despite its locacional 

importance in naval terms, Alanya's relation with irs hinterland remained weak for centuries.4 The town's 

transporıation was via sea and caravan trails until the highway connects to Antalya on the west, Mersin 

on the east and Konya on the north, were constructed, ali after 1960s. The limited relation o f  Alanya was 

strengthened with the completion o f  the pier in 1956, contribucing to the development o f  tourism.5 The 

castle where people settled first has been a significant element in Alanya's urban idencity. However, 

although the coast and the flat lands were settled later, their population surpassed that o f  the castle in a 

short time. It is reported that the town, known for its fercile soils, with the increase in produccivity after

the encouragement o f  g r eenhouses in 1970s, became an important center for agricultural production.6 We 

can daim that being a coastal settlement has not been signifıcant in Alanya's identity in those times. 

Changes started in 1970s with the encouragement o f  boarding houses and the construction o f  motels,7

and accelerated with the new legislation in 1982 for the encouragement o f  private tourism investments 

through credits.8 Ali. these have resulted in a further emphasis on tourism. Houses in orchards, which 

once conscituted the settlement pattem, were affected the most by the transformation within the last 20 

to 30 years. Thus, tourism not only led to an increase in population but also resulted in a densely built 

urban character. The resulting transition o f  Alanya's primary economical activity from agricultural 

production to tourism is striking.9 After the 1980s, every issue about the to"'n finds a place in the local 

agenda in relation to its impact on tourism, and sati.sfying the tourists becomes the most important 

reason behind every acti.on. 

With its unique integrati.on ofhistorical heritage, represented by the castle from Seljukids, and the natural 

assets ofholiday tourism, i.e., sun, sea and sand, Alanya has become a popular attracti.on for foreign and 

domestic tourism. This new role has resulted in waves o f  mig ration to Alanya, initially from nearby towns 

and later from almost ali. regions ofTurkey, due to work opportunities.10 In addition to this, a 

considerable number o f  people particularly from northem Europe have chosen Alanya as their retirement 

destination. The existence o f  these separate g roups o f  inhabitants is pronounced on every occasion, 
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pointing to a potential for tension among them. Nevertheless, the cultural differences arnong the groups, 

which are expected to lead to segregati.on, seem to be accepted and acknowledged as a fact of  life . 

. °""BORDER' OF TOURISM 

The injection and encouragement o f  tourism as the prevailing activity has also led to the attribution o fa  

new kind o f  identi.ty to Alanya. Tourism in Turkey very much relies on the prevalence o f  holiday tourism 

that is based on the sun, sea and sanc:I, and Alanya constitutes a very appropriate site for such an 

approach. A long coastline with sand beaches and a climate that stretches the tourism season from March 

to October ali help this emphasis. The reputation o f  .-\lanya revolves around its ha··;'. ' !  beaches within the 

center, where you can swim without leaving the town. Hence, the promotion o f  Aı.:.r,ya asa tourist 

destinati.on primarily capitalizes on its 'natura!' assets, not on its historic or urban characteristi.cs. The 

settlement itself, which is quite densely built, does not offer much attraction. Yet, Alanya is neither a 

place for 'enclave tourism' where tourists spend their times in resorts almost without leaving them, 11 nor 

a 'tourist city' whose urban characteristics pre-dominate its tourism potential.12 

The faciliti.es that are primarily offered to tourist are almost ali located in certain parts o f  the town, like 

the coast, the castle and the bazaar (FIG. 1). We refer to this territory as the 'border' o f  tourism, which is 

not fıxed and absolute, lending itself to fluctuation and change.13 

The coast o f  .\lanya has sections with different physical qualities which are used in different ways. The 

pier and the promenade (Iskele) consti.tute the heart o f  Alanya, both for the inhabitants and the visitors. 

The promenade stretches from the pier to the public park and is heavily used year-round for strolling and 

looking around. Along the promenade paraliel to the coast, there are cafes and restaurants, as wcll as hars 

and nightclubs, mostly frequented by tourists and young inhabitants. 

Krykubat and KJeo_patra are the sections o f  the coast that stretch east and west, respectively. They both 

have beaches with kiosks and tents and are managed by a local non-govemmental organizati.on, ALTID. 14 

Blocks along the coast house mostly tourist accommodation faciliti.es, hotels and buildings with furnished 

apartments calied 'apart. These 'a par fs are designed in such a way that they can easily be turned into 

regular apartments for year-round accommodati.on. Other than interior spatial organization, these two 

kinds o f  building s  look alike, presentin? themselves with similar architectural vocabula r y. Furthermore, 

they almost ali have shops and restaurants on the ground level. Thus, the differentiation between 
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temporary and permanent use is not recognizable from the outside. The guests o f  these hotels and aparts 

use the beaches across the coastal avenue, claiming the otherwise publi� areas. The most signifıcant 

difference between the two beaches is in the way they meet with the settlement: 'w'hile K r yk u bat beach is 

separated froriı the building s  with a highway, KJeopatra beach is more integrated with the settlement. I t  is 

desig n ed to accommodate a diversity o f  uses: in addition to the beach, there are sports facilities like 

tennis courts, as well as cycling and jogging tracts. There are also various sports events organized here, 

especially during the summer months (e.g., the international beach volley tournament). 

The bazaar right behind the prömenade, contrary to the rest o f  the town, is made up o f  gridiron streets 

with one or  two-story buildings. Bars, eating facilities and shops selling souvenir items mostly cater to 

tourists, dornestic and foreig n . Building s  in the inner section o f  the market have rnore stories here 

commercial and residential uses are mi.."'l:ed. The variety o f  stores also increases, including stationary 

stores, supermarkets and groceries serving the inhabitants' daily needs. 

In  addition to the sun drenched sand beaches, the castle from the Seljukid times is another symbol for 

_-\lanya. Yet, despite its historic and aesthetic values, i t  is neither a place for repeated visits, nor part o f a  

'heritage/antique sites tour', as is the case with Ephesus or  other sitesin westem and southwestern 

Turkey. Even i f  i t  is regarded asa major tourist attraction, the castle can easily be delineated from the rest 

o f  the to\vn because o f  being on the top a peninsula which houses only part o f  the inhabitants o f  Alanya.

As summarized above, rnost o f  the uses along the coast are geared particularly towards tourisrn, with 

accommodation, shopping, entertainment and catering facilities. Both these and the castle correspond to 

a spatial border that is shaped by the new identity o f  _-\lanya as a tourist destination. The attitudes o f  the 

inhabitants (both locals and newcorners) among themselves and towards foreig n  tourists follow and 

enhance the boundaries delineating the 'border'. 

CLAIMING ACCESS 

In  Alanya, tourisrn has resulted in an invisible bounda r y  which changes with season and context, as well 

as depending on the actors involved. This flexibility and relativity points to a comprornise on the part o f  

the local and immigrant inhabitants with respect to each other and towards the tourists. The way various 

actors daim access to areas within this border and their preferences for  different locations also varies, as 
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rnentioned below. 

The Coast 

Different parts o f  the coast, Iske/e,  kubat and Kieopatra, have different deg r ees o f  permeability o f  use 

outside tourism. I n  general, the coast within Alanya reminds the inhabitants mostly o f  strolling and 

looking around, rather than using the beaches for swimming and sun bathing. 

The Iskele is the section, which is by far the most popular arnong the inhabitants; only 7 percent o f  the

interviewed people stated that they never go to this area, compared to 50 percent and 30 percent o f  the 

interviewees who never go to Kr yk ubat and Kleopatra, respectively. 40 percent o f  the interviewed people

stated that they visit Iskele everyday and 36 percent once or twice a week. Considering the reason for

these visits, a g r eat majority o f  the answers was strolling and site-seeing (83 percent). Men seem to be 

more regular visitors o f  this section, although the difference is not signifıcant. Iskele section o f  the coast

offers the opportunity for both inhabitants and tourists to come side by side, sharing the sarne spaces, 

even i f  they do not interact rnuch. This pattern o f  use is similar for both locals and irnrnigrants during 

high season. However, according to our observations, the irnrnig r an ts use the srnall g r een areas in this 

section for picnic purposes in the winter. These support our fınding that Iske/e is not  the first place that

comes to mind when asked about the coasts o f  Alanya: rather than being part o f  the coast, i t  is seen as a 

place for public gathering. Thus, the sea does not have a prirna r y  role in the spatial experience o f  Is kele. 

Kr yk ubat is the section o f  the coast that is used the least by the inhabitants (50 percent said that they

never go there). There is no difference betıveen men and women, and locals and irnrnig r ants in terrns o f  

their frequency o f  use. The fact that this portion o f  the coast is lined with hotels and aparts which

somewhat daim the beaches rnight have been a discouraging factor for  the inhabitants, leaving the beach 

to foreign and domestic tourists. 

Kleopatra beach is the first place that comes to the mind o f  40 percent o f  interviewees when asked what

the term 'coast' reminds thern. This may be because o f  the farne o f  this beach as the best in Alanya. The 

arnenities provided in the Kleopatra beach and the events organized here help popularize this beach 

arnong the inhabitants. Compared to the beach on the east (Kryk ubat), the use o f  Kleopatra is more

common. 30 percent o f  interviewed people stated that they never go there, compared to 54 percent who 

go there everyday o r  at least once or twice a week. There is also a considerable difference between men 
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and women in the use o f  this beach: O f  the people who stated that they go there every day, a g r eat 

majority were men; i f  not for s'Wimming, for enjoying the crowd and gazing at the tourists.15 

During the swnmer months, instead o f  staying in town, the locals o f  Alanya move to Toros mountains 

(yqy!a) to the north o f  town to beat the heat.16 In any event, both locals and imınigrants prefer going to 

the beaches outside o f  Alanya where they can have more privacy and have a picnic as well. 

The Bazaar 
Being directly behind the Iskele, the bazaar is one o f  the most vivid parts o f  Alanya, tourists being the 

prima r y  crowd at ali ti.mes. The inhabitants, particularly the locals, express feeling s  o f  uneasiness and 

alienation in this section o f  the town: among the people who feel this way in any part o f  Alanya, 45 

percent indicated the bazaar and its vicinity. The goods sold here are almost standard souvenir items that 

can be found in any tourist location in Turkey, not having ties with the local culture. Furthermore, most 

o f  the shop-owners are people from out o f  town, who come to Alanya only during the tourism season

and close off  their shops at other ti.mes. To avoid Alanya's becoming a 'ghost town' outside the tourism 

season, the local municipality requires that the shops cannot be closed of f  for longer than 15 days in a

row. In the inner sections o f  the bazaar, there are buildings with stores on the g r ound levels and 

residences on the upper levels, used and inhabited by locals and immig r ants to Alanya. Thus, as we

proceed towards inland, the primacy o f  tourism and related facilities decreases and the users are mi."<ed. 

The Castle 
The castle, which almost everyone stated as the symbol o f  Alanya, is another territory that is not much 

claimed by the inhabitants .•  \mong the interviewees, those who never go there are 15 percent and those 

who go only occasionally are 50 percent. Furthermore, some o f  the regular visitors are people who 

actually live or work there. Nevertheless, the castle is not regarded primarily as part o f  tourism, rather as 

part o f  the history o f  Alanya: 65 percent referred to its historic signifıcance when asked what the castle 

reminds them. In half o f  the answers to the question about their favorite places in Alanya, the castle was 

indicated. Thus, rather than being left to the territory o f  tourism, the castle is a place where people have 

developed ties and symbolic attachment. Yet, its symbolism is a remote one, as also supported by its 

silhouette seen from a distance being the prima r y  image. 

Overall, inhabitants' reaction to the places that are predominantly used by tourists va r y  for locals and 

immig r ants . .Among those who stated that they feel at home everywhere in Alanya, a great majority were 
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people who have moved to Alanya (10 percent). This finding is further strengthened by the expressed 

feelings o f  exclusion and alienation in  such places: 70 percent o f  the peopl  who expressed this 

experience were local people. · 
COMPROMISE ON THE BORDER - CONCLUDING REMARKS 

O u r  initial assumption was that the coastal zone o f  Alanya is completely and homogeneously left to 

tourism. We thought o f  this 'border' as an area o f  compromise on the part .of the inhabitants where they 

have yielded to the unquestionable demands o f  tourism. Yet, our closer observations at different times o f  

the year, interviews with residents, and the answers given to the questionnaire made us question this 

assumption. What we found was that there are variations within this 'border', spatially, socially and 

temporally. The spatial border defineci by tourism in Alanya is neither absolute nor permanent, but i t  is 

temporal and permeable, this permeability being socially selective. Its invisible boundary changes with 

season and context, as well as depending on the actors involved. This flexibility and relativity points to a 

compromise on the part o f  the local and immigrant inhabitants with respect to each other and towards 

tourists. 

The temporali ty o f  the border o f  tourism in .\lanya can be observed by comparing the high season with 

the \\,in ter months. During the summer months, the border is characterized with tourists being at the 

focus and the inhabitants either adjust their behavior in  accordance 'wi.th their interest in  tourism, o r  

,vithdraw completely. The shop owners' attitude towards customers, for instance, differs depending on 

the season. During " ' in  ter months, when there are not many tourists and business is slow, they are more 

at ease with each other and more patient wi th costomers. N o t  having tourists around as the target o f  

gaze, the inhabitants' interaction among themselves is more direct and their use o f  the spaces is more 

casual, as is the case in Irkele. While some o f  the inhabitants expressed their feelings o f  exclusion and 

alienation to areas that are primarily offered to tourists such as the beaches and the bars around the 

promenade, this situation changes in  the winter months. 

There is a social border between the inhabitants and tourists, as well as between locals and immig r an ts. 

When there are tourists around, although they are accepted as a fact o f  life in ,\lanya, their perception by 

the inhabitants conveys messages o f  exclusion, regarding them as the 'others' with different customs and 

life styles. The immig r ants to Alanya, in general, express feelings o f  exclusion, no matter S.ow long they 

have been living there. A t  the root o f  i t  might be a conflict o f  interest in sharing the benefıts o f  tourism, 
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since most o f  the immigrants moved to Alanya due to the work opportunities offered by tourism 

development. Nevertheless, these different groups of  inhabitants seem to stay side by side, neither 

resenting nor integrating with each other, which, for us, represents a level of  comprornise and acceptance 

rhat is shaped by their shared interests in doing business through tourism. ·...,._ 

With the penneability o f  border, we mean that it is not rigid and perınanent, rather it has the potential 

for letting others. This permeability is selective and not the same for ali. In fact, there are no restrictions, 

physical or social, for tourists, in terms o f  the places they can visit. As to the inhabitants, there is 

difference between locals and immig rants, due to their adaptation to tourism and its imprint on the 

town's identity. The spatial border o f  tourism is less effective on immigrants, probably because tourisrn 

and its opportunities have been the factors that attracted them to Alanya in the first place. This selectivity 

varies not only for locals and imnıig r ants, but alsa \vith respect to gender and age. Y oung males frequent 

the bars and clubs at nights and enjoy the beach during the day much more that the women and older 

people. 

In this study, rather than discussing the interaction between host and guest, or the perception of  tourism 

by the inhabitants, we have focused on the way different attitudes and preferences were reflected on the 

urban space o f  Alanya and how it varied. Overall, the inhabitants, both locals and imrnig r ants, seem to 

have yielded to the demands o f  tourism, which represents a cornprornise on their part. Yet, they do not 

complain about this situation, and there does not seem to be much o f a  conflict on the border tourism 

creates and its spatial boundaries.17 Furthermore, tourism is promoted as a regulating and positive agent 

in the development of  Alanya, without much worry or concem about its possible negative impacts18. 

Other than youngsters who stated that they would like to leave the town for attending universities, people 

did not have any intention to leave the town, indicating a shared attachment to Alanya. As to the future, 

both locals and imrnig rams, with no regard to the feeling s  o f  exclusion or conflict of interests, expressed 

contentrnent and had positive expectations. People of  Alanya almost unanimously state that they want 

other investments such as educational institutions and cultural facilities, to balance the dominance o f  

tourism. 

Compromise on the border points to a delicate balance that needs to be continuously re-established. 

Enabling the various groups in this compromise so that they can voice their interests instead of  being 

'victimized' by others' decisions would be a step for sustaining this balance. The current primacy of  
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tourism as the only area o f  investment, i f  not balanced with others, may easily tum against the benefıts o f  

the town. 
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KEYKUBAT 
BEACH 

FIG. 1 The facilities that are primarily offered to tourist are almost ali located in certain parts o f  the 
town, like the coast, the castle and the bazaar. 


